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Mind Control,

Entrainment, and

US Patent 5159703
by Jeremy James

To make sense of the strange power that the controllers of the New World Order are

exerting over most of humanity, we need to understand a phenomenon known as

subliminal entrainment.

Most of us have already encountered this in our daily lives but didn’t realize it had such

a fancy name. For example, we may be having a dream which comes to a climax when

a doorbell rings in our dream. We then wake up in our bed and hear the actual doorbell

ringing downstairs. Here we happened to get into step subconsciously (or

subliminally) with an event that was taking place outside our dream. This is one of the

many ways our mind can respond to and accommodate outside stimuli.

Mind Control
Mind control is any procedure that interferes with our freedom of thought. It can be

as simple as an advertisement on television. Every form of education trains our mind,

but it crosses the line into mind control when the curriculum is designed by people

who hate our way of life and wish to change our behavior without our knowledge.
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Mind control techniques exploit our natural mental tendency to link events (or ideas

or things) that have nothing in common. They set up a subtle connection in our mind

between the two such that, when one occurs, we expect the other to occur also. Even if

we are not aware of these connections, they can have an enduring effect on the way we

behave.

We are all familiar with the way a particular song or piece of music can evoke a special

childhood memory. It triggers both the imagery and the emotional experience. We

don’t need to activate the connection. As soon as we hear the music our mind

automatically triggers the memory and its emotional associations.

Imagine, however, if we had the same emotional response to the same piece of music,

but this time we had no conscious memory of how the connection was made. This

probably happens to us quite a lot but, since we can’t remember everything, we accept

it as normal, as part of who we are.

There is nothing unusual about any of this. However – and this is important – the

same mental phenomenon can be exploited through a method of deliberate

entrainment which can set up one or more of these connections without our knowledge

or consent.

Entrainment via subliminal programming
Entrainment is sometimes called subliminal programming. It differs from the method

that Pavlov used to train his dogs since the animals were conscious of the stimulus (the

ringing bell) that accompanied the presentation of food.

We will get a better idea of how entrainment works from the following patent.

The patent in question (5159703) was approved by the U.S. Patent Office on October

27, 1992. Under the title, Silent Subliminal Presentation System (SSPS), it puts

forward a method of ‘communication’ which relies on the fact that our brain is able to

detect acoustic vibrations (sounds!) beyond our normal range of hearing. Even though

the frequency of these sounds is too high to be “audible” (above 14,500 cycles per

second), our brain is able to perceive them and interpret their content. It’s as though

it can detect the sound made by the ‘silent’ dog whistle but it doesn’t take the next step

and send the signal to the part of our brain which would convert it into an audible

experience.
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The SPSS takes this nonaural (consciously inaudible) part of the audio frequency and

encodes it with a message, or “desired intelligence” as stated in the Patent Abstract:

“[The SSPS is a] silent communications system in which nonaural carriers,

in the very low or very high audio frequency range or in the adjacent

ultrasonic frequency spectrum, are amplitude or frequency modulated

with the desired intelligence and propagated acoustically or vibrationally,

for inducement into the brain, typically through the use of loudspeakers,

earphones or piezoelectric transducers.”

The message or “desired intelligence” is “induced” into the brain. The individual at

whom the audio signal is directed receives the message but he does not hear it. Neither

does he know that his brain has received it. Thus the title, “silent subliminal

communication…” However, this title is misleading since the individual does not know

that he has received a communication. It should more properly be called “silent

subliminal hacking…”

Hacking the human mind remotely
The US Patent Office has approved a patent to enable a person’s mind to be hacked

and a message of any kind implanted – all without his knowledge. It is doubtful

whether the US Patent Office approves software to hack into commerical computers,

but it has approved a device to hack into people’s minds. The reason the Elite want to

patent potentially dangerous technology and related devices is to prevent anyone else

from using them.

Here is how the Patent application tries to justify the approval of such a device:

“Subliminal learning enjoys wide use today and subliminal tapes are

being manufactured by a number of companies in the United States

alone. Several decades of scientific study indicate that subliminal

messages can influence a human’s attitudes and behavior.

Subliminal, in these discussions, can be defined as “below the

threshold of audibility to the conscious mind.” To be effective

however, the subliminally transmitted information (called

affirmations by those in the profession) must be presented to the

listener’s ear in such a fashion that they can be perceived and

“decoded” by the listener’s subconscious mind.”

We can see from the Patent application that the subliminal transmission of

information has been studied in depth over several decades and that, as the following

quotation confirms, many similar patents have been filed and techniques developed to

control and manipulate the public mind without detection:
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“We are referring to audio information in this discussion, however,

information could be inputted into the subject’s subconscious mind

through any of the body’s sensors, such as touch, smell, sight or

hearing. As an example, early development work in the subliminal

field utilized motion pictures and slide projections as the medium.

Early research into visual and auditory subliminal stimulation effects

is exemplified by U.S.Patent Numbers 3,060,795 of Corrigan, et al.

and 3,278,676 of Becker. U.S.Patent Number 4,395,600 of Lundy

and Tyler is representative of later developments in today’s

subliminal message techniques.”

The public doesn’t know it is being programmed subliminally
For a science that is clearly unethical, that violates our right to privacy and free will,

and which leaves society as a whole exposed to truly sinister forms of conditioning, it

has passed brazenly under the radar. It is doubtful whether even one person in a

thousand is aware that the big corporations, the media moguls, and the government

itself are capable of exercising this kind of control over the population.

The Patent application confirms that the message sent by this device is clearly received

by the subject, without distortion, interference or attenuation, and that his

subconscious mind can easily “decode” it. It is therefore far more effective than the

subliminal audio tapes which were widely marketed in the 1960s and which were based

on inferior technology.

This invention completely bypasses the conscious mind. As the Patent application

says, “The amplitude of the demodulated output is not high enough to be detected by

the conscious mind but is sufficient in amplitude to be detected by the subconscious

mind.” This means it can be used on unsuspecting subjects – better known as victims

– and used to shape their “attitudes and behavior”. It can also be deployed without any

form of regulation or control by any corporation that is unscrupulous enough to use it,

either on individuals or groups, or across society as a whole.
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Similar, albeit primitive, psychological techniques were used extensively in the 1950s

to boost consumption across America. In his study of this strategic assault on the

minds of the American people, Vance Packard revealed the remarkable results

achieved by the big corporations. His book, The Hidden Persuaders, was a huge

bestseller when it came out in 1957. Up to then, the public had no idea they were being

manipulated in this way or that the manipulation was so effective.

No similar book, with an equally high profile, has come on the market since then to

alert later generations to the existence of this kind of technology. Thus it can safely be

said that, in 1957, far more Americans understood the power of hidden persuasion

than do so today.

Packard called these professionals “depth manipulators” because they knew how to

identify and exploit hidden psychological weaknesses within sectors of society. If they

could wield such power in 1957 using techniques which, by today’s standards, were

extremely primitive, what sort of control are they now exercising, where countless

affirmations, commands, suggestions and ideas can be implanted directly into the

minds of millions of people without their knowledge?

Criminal activity by corporate America
We need to recognize that this activity is criminal. There is no other word for it. If the

Patent was approved in 1992, there can be no doubt that this invention has been widely

used ever since by corporate America, not only to boost consumption, but to entrain

the minds of all Americans with whatever political, social and moral values and

attitudes the Ruling Elite believe are needed to bring about a New World Order.

Here are just a few of the “messages” which could have been implanted in the minds

of all Americans over many years and continuously reinforced via television, the

movies, radio, social media, musical recordings etc:
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GOVERNMENT IS GOOD… CONFORM… SLEEP… TRUST THE

GOVERNMENT… VOTE REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRAT… OBEY THE

GOVERNMENT… SPEND… DEBT IS GOOD… PAY TAXES…

COMPROMISE… ALL RELIGIONS ARE EQUAL… DIVORCE IS OKAY…

MARRIAGE IS A PRISON… SEXUAL PROMISCUITY IS OKAY…

SPEND… SLEEP… CONFORM … DRINK MORE ALCOHOL… DRUGS

ARE GOOD… ABORTION IS A WOMAN’S CHOICE… VACCINES ARE

SAFE… A PANDEMIC IS COMING… GET TESTED… TAKE THE

VACCINE… WATCH PORN… TRUST THE GOVERNMENT…

CONSPIRACY THEORIES ARE DANGEROUS… RADICAL ISLAM

CAUSED 9/11… CONSPIRACY THEORISTS ARE UNPATRIOTIC…

OUR LEADERS NEVER LIE… PERPETUAL WAR FOR PERPETUAL

PEACE… THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT … THE BEST IS YET TO COME…

SCIENCE WILL SOLVE ALL OUR PROBLEMS… AVOID CHRISTIAN

FUNDAMENTALISTS… SOCIALISM IS GOOD… CAPITALISM HAS

FAILED… THE BIBLE IS ONLY A BOOK… MAN MUST SAVE

HIMSELF… FREEMASONRY IS GOOD… And so on!

If these messages, and many more like them, are being instilled into the minds of our

children from the time they start watching Saturday morning cartoons, the impact on

society will be – and likely has been – immense. We can see the results today, where

320 million Americans allowed a handful of politicians and medical experts to close

down their economy for several months, to strip them of basic civil rights, to close their

churches, to close their schools, to destroy small businesses, to cancel medical

treatments, to put 59 million out of work… Did they OBEY? Did they TRUST THE

GOVERNMENT? Are they eager to GET TESTED? Do they believe that SCIENCE

WILL SOLVE ALL OUR PROBLEMS? Did they believe outrageous lies because OUR

LEADERS NEVER LIE?

The affirmations commands listed above may have reminded some readers of the

movie They Live, which was released in 1988. The director and scriptwriters were

trying to warn their fellow Americans of the great danger posed by subversive mind

control technology. They also wanted to show that the people behind this technology

were ruthless, psychopathic, and highly organized.

‘They Live’
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A revolution in mind control
Subliminal programming is largely occasional, opportunistic and tactical in nature.

Entrainment, on the other hand, is long-term and strategic, where sets of affirmations

build on one another over time to produce deeply held convictions which are

impervious to reason. If a large segment of society can be entrained with one set of

convictions, and another entrained with an opposing set, the result is social conflict.

We can see this happening in America today. Social media has made it much easier to

achieve this kind of polarization. Superfast computers make it possible to compile a

psychological profile of each and every user on Facebook and Twitter (Facebook has

2.7 billion users worldwide). Once these categories have been determined, specially

tailored subliminal messages can be sent to members in each category, targetting and

accentuating their existing attitudes, beliefs, and emotional tendencies. This is

possible only because the appropriate set of messages can be directed at each category.

If everyone received the same set of messages, the impact would be lost.

The categorization and profiling of online users, which has been running for fifteen

years or more, has brought about a revolution in mind control and mass programming.

Indoctrination via search engines
There are no published studies available, as far as I know, which show how much

control can be exercised over a population using subliminal entrainment. There is no

doubt, however, that this control must be phenomenal. We can infer this from studies

conducted into the influence exercised by the deliberate manipulation of online search

engine results, a method of mind control which is far less pervasive and far less

sophisticated than the one we have been discussing.

The way search engines are being used to control human behavior was detailed by Dr

Robert Epstein when he appeared before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on 16

June, 2019. A senior research psychologist with the American Institute for Behavioral

Research and Technology and a former editor-in-chief of Psychology Today, Dr

Epstein, a self-confessed liberal, chose an eye-catching title for his testimony, Why

Google Poses a Serious Threat to Democracy, and How to End that Threat.
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His presentation was considered so damaging by the Elite – assuming the public

understood what he was saying – that they punished him severely for his impunity. Six

months after his appearance before the Subcommittee, his beautiful young wife, aged

29, was killed in a freak road accident when her car spun out of control into the path

of an oncoming tractor-trailer. Professor Epstein, aged 66, later tweeted: ‘Last year,

after I briefed a group of state AGs about #Google's power to rig elections, one of them

said, "I think you're going to die in an accident in a few months." A few months later,

my beautiful wife #Misti died a violent death. Makes you wonder.’

He knew the Elite were exacting their revenge because he revealed too much.

Dr Epstein’s wife, Misti, and her wrecked car.

What Dr Epstein revealed
Here is what he revealed. He called his discovery the Search Engine Manipulation

Effect (SEME). Through carefully controlled experiments over the previous six years,

the results of which were replicated by the Max Planck Institute in Germany, he has

been able to prove that Google gives search engine results in relation to political

candidates which are clearly biased in favor of one party. He estimated that SEME

caused Hilary Clinton to receive a minimum of 2.6 million additional votes in the 2016

Presidential Election, votes which might otherwise have gone to Donald Trump.

His first scientific paper on SEME, published in the Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences in 2015, had been downloaded or accessed over 200,000 times.

When he began his research he had expected to find some kind of bias, but he and his

colleagues were astonished by its magnitude:

“SEME is one of the most powerful forms of influence ever discovered in the

behavioral sciences, and it is especially dangerous because it is invisible to

people – “subliminal,” in effect. It leaves people thinking they have made up

their own minds, which is very much an illusion. It also leaves no paper trail

for authorities to trace. Worse still, the very few people who can detect bias

in search results shift even farther in the direction of the bias, so merely

being able to see the bias doesn’t protect you from it. Bottom line: biased

search results can easily produce shifts in the opinions and voting preference

of undecided voters by 20 percent or more – up to 80 percent in some

demographic groups.” - Testimony before Subcommittee, 16 June, 2019
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He also found that the “autocomplete” function in Google’s search suggestions can

turn a 50/50 split among undecided voters into a 90/10 split. This meant that Google

was deliberately manipulating user behavior from the very first character they typed

into the search box.

He and his colleagues have found evidence that Google is influencing, if not

determining, the outcome of national elections, not only in the US but in many other

countries around the world, using this invisible mode of manipulation. Since most

national elections are fairly closely contested, a small swing in one direction can easily

decide the outcome.

Referring to the extraordinary control that Google is able to exercise over society, Dr

Epstein said:

“We are all aware that Google deletes or blocks access to videos on

YouTube, which it owns, but few people are aware that Google blocks

access to millions of websites. On January 31, 2009, Google blocked

access to virtually the entire internet for 40 minutes.”

In his opinion, the only way to deprive Google of this power, without taking it apart,

is to make its massive Index database accessible by other search engine providers. An

Internet that operated according to such a widely distributed system could not be

used subversively to manipulate public opinion and shape public behavior:

“This system must be built to keep an eye on Big Tech in 2020 because

if these companies [Google, Yahoo, Bing etc] all support the same

candidate – and that’s likely, needless to say – they will be able to shift

upwards of 15 million votes to that candidate with no one knowing and

without leaving a paper trail.”

CONCLUSION
The messages being transmitted subliminally into the minds of millions of Americans

– and billions of citizens around the world – are demonic. They are intended by the

Enemy to hasten the enslavement of mankind, to reduce their resistance and turn

them into passive, compliant servants of the Ruling Elite.

Most of the major technological advances that we have seen over the past fifty years or

so have been in the field of information science and genetic modification, both of which

play a central role in Satan’s plan to bring about a ‘new world order’ and a ‘one world

government’. The highest levels of expertise and scientific ingenuity have been

directed into these two areas, all with a view to implementing mass mind control and

giving the Enemy the physical means to invade our bodies and corrupt our food supply.
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The more a population falls under the influence of mind control, the more susceptible

it becomes to the promptings of Satan. The individual finds it easier and easier to come

up with good reasons to do bad things. The powers of darkness seep further into the

conscience and sensibility of ‘ordinary’ people, making them increasingly indifferent

to the suffering of others.

Such people, a very large segment of society today, find their ‘entertainment’ in

movies, books and TV programs that are filled with scenes of violence, torture, and

degrading behavior. This leads eventually into the occult and the kinds of perversion

that are most pleasing to Satan.

Catherine Austin Fitts, an experienced economist and financial advisor, found it

necessary to look more closely at the factors that influence contemporary human

behavior. She felt this was necessary if she was to give the best advice to her clients

when they were choosing a suitable investment strategy. The high degree of

government corruption and market manipulation which she discovered was being

further complicated, she found, by a significant fall in ethical standards generally

across society. Her clients would need to take these factors into account when planning

for the future. As a Christian, she began to see that this corruption and decay was part

of a larger spiritual war in which mind control, entrainment, and computer technology

played a major role. Here is how she put it in a recent interview:

“Part of this is a spiritual war between Good and Evil. And part of this

spiritual war translates into entrainment technology and mind control. We

are watching a group of people who are using very sophisticated technology

– with the social media, with the digital media, and with the smart phones

– to basically implement Evil. It’s the only way I can describe it. It is very,

very demonic. And you are watching as those forces, whether [dark]

spiritual forces or covert intelligence forces…they are making people more

and more incoherent. As they become more and more incoherent, they

behave in incredible ways and they literally get possessed. One thing I

constantly try to [convey to] my subscribers [to her newsletter] is, “Please

do not try to have a rational conversation with someone who is possessed,

whether demonically or by entrainment and programming. Either way, they

are not there.”

- Catherine Austin Fitts interviewed by Greg Hunter on USAWatchdog.com,

23 August 2020 [c.20.00-23.00]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdfYJHglBLo&t=1290s

The advice that she gives her subscribers reminds me of the advice that Jesus gave to

believers:
“Give not that which is holy unto the dogs,

neither cast ye your pearls before swine,

lest they trample them under their feet,

and turn again and rend you.”

(Matthew 7:6)
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Christians who understand the dangers posed by the New World Order and who are

anxious to get their fellow believers and others to “wake up” are having a hard time.

No-one wants to hear what they have to say. From the many comments I have read

online, as well as the experiences reported to me by many of our readers, the people

whom we thought would listen sympathetically or respectfully to what we have to say

are often hostile or discourteous. Many have lost friends because of their efforts.

We are, in effect, trying to get others to see and accept the truths expressed in the Word

of God, notably the prophecies in the books of Daniel and Revelation. Alas, we can only

go so far. Unless our listeners are receptive and sincerely open to what we have to say,

we risk casting our pearls before swine. When we do this we are walking into unknown

territory. As Jesus said, we need to take care in these situations lest we become a target.

Over the past few years I have seen a noticeable increase in the anger and

dismissiveness of people who, at one time, might have given me a fair hearing. This

seems to be happening worldwide. This may possibly be due to the kind of entrainment

and mind control that the Enemy is now using. He has got millions of people to regard

those who express dissenting opinions as extremists, “nut jobs”, and troublemakers.

Even professing Christians who purport to believe the Word of God are giving fellow

Christians a hostile reception if they share these opinions. Some, I understand, have

even been driven from their churches.

As born-again believers, we need to be aware of the extensive use that the Enemy is

now making of mind control technology. A great many people whom we once found to

be fair and rational are being entrained with attitudes that are hostile to Biblical truth

and which, if carried to extremes, may place them under demonic influence.

In conclusion, we will need to be very discerning in the days ahead in our missionary

endeavors and, in particular, to observe closely the words of caution given by Our Lord

in Matthew 7:6.

________________________

Jeremy James

Ireland

September 11, 2020
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- SPECIAL REQUEST -

Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this

website for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always

be available. Papers for each year from 2009 to 2019 may also be

downloaded in a single file, or possibly two, from www.archive.org

(Use search term ‘Jeremy James’).

We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may

be obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a

future mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following email

address:- jeremypauljames@gmail.com.

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
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